
SUMMMER ESSAY

My favorite season of the year is summer because of the warm weather, the school vacation, and the endless fun. I
really enjoy the warm weather because itâ€™s the perfect atmosphere to do outdoor activities. My favorite part about
summer has to be the fact that school is closed for.

Most of the time, cases of sunstrokes are also reported due to the recent increase in global warming. In order
for people to call these seasons their favorites, consider what makes summer and winter different and similar.
So, after we come back from the vacation, we used to start our community games. The sun warmth, rain
showers, clear blue skies, and exotic rainbow displays all make summer season an exciting one. It could be
something as simple as reading books or as difficult as climbing a mountain. We should try to make our
homes cool by employing the use of cooling resources like air conditioners during the summer season.
Summer has a clear association with vibrancy. For me, nothing aided in forgetting about school better than
sleeping under the stars, reeling in a trophy fish, and breathing the cool crisp air. As with all harmful natural
phenomena, the poor bears the brunt whilst the rich hide behind the latest technology for comfort. One
particular family trip comes to mind. The summer season also gives life to everything around us; plants
bloom, animal wake up from their hibernation, people enjoy nigh lives, wear bright clothes and everything
feels so alive keeping aside the heat. Most people visit picnics, beaches and parks to relax and unwind
themselves under clear skies. Some fruits such as mangos and pineapples, become ripe during summer, so this
season present the opportunity for people to enjoy them. Most of the time people enjoy walking and shopping
during the early daytime before the sun start to flare its brightness. During the summer season, the fashion
game is on the point as bright colors are the trend for the season. Where was she. Summer and winter are two
seasons that are opposite of each other in terms of climate. Summer also reminds us that we must save all the
precious resources like water and electricity when they are in abundance. Summer is one of the four seasons.
Due to the heat people become easily tired as their bodies sweat continuously. After or during the summer
season we can expect rain, which is a common phenomenon. Related Paragraphs and Essays for School
Students.


